PIMA COUNTY ELECTION INTEGRITY COMMISSION
MEETING MINUTES FOR FEBRUARY 19, 2016
http://www.pima.gov/commission/ElectionIntegrity.shtml
The Pima County Election Integrity Commission met in regular session on February 19, 2016 at 9:00 a.m. in the
Herbert K. Abrams Building, 3rd Floor Conference Rooms 3108/3110 at 3950 S. Country Club Road, Tucson,
Arizona.
ITEM 1.

ROLL CALL
Present: Arnie Urken, Matt Smith, Brian Bickel, Barbara Tellman, Bill Beard, Beth Borozan, Jeff
Rogers, Brad Nelson, Karen Schutte, Chris Cole, and Tom Ryan.

ITEM 2.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The American flag was saluted with the Pledge of Allegiance.

ITEM 3.

APPROVAL OF MINUTE SUMMARY – January 15, 2016
It was moved by Chris Cole, seconded by Barbara Tellman and carried unanimously to approve the
Minutes of the January 15, 2016 meeting.

ITEM 4.

CALL TO PUBLIC
No public in attendance.

ITEM 5.

TRACKING NEW LEGISLATION – Bill Beard
Bill Beard referred to the latest version of election legislation [a copy of this legislation is
incorporated into these Minutes as Attachment 1]. Since he compiled the information a couple of
days earlier, he apologized if there was action on any of the bills that occurred after it was sent out.
On the list, the ones that had some serious headway are highlighted in bold.
There are five House bills now in the Senate, and one Senate bill over in the House. Ballot
harvesting is a hot button issue in the Legislature; there is action around Clean Elections; the PPE
funding bill is making progress. Since the Open Meeting Law is something that concerns the EIC, Bill
included HB2583. It would require that all public meetings of public bodies have to be video
recorded.
The Secretary of State’s Office has indicated that the Elections Procedures Manual rewrite has been
postponed pending action on legislation.
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Chris Cole attended the state convention for the Libertarian Party, and the party chair said that at a
meeting he attended with staff of the Secretary of State’s Office, there was discussion of completely
eliminating the PPE. Chris asked if this is something that is going to happen; Bill responded that it
would be after this cycle. Chris asked what kind of support there is for that; Bill’s response was that
the Secretary has stated publically that she doesn’t believe the PPE should be paid for by the State
since one-third of voters do not get to participate. He has heard similar things from both sides of
the political aisle. Brian Bickel added that it was placed in the hands of the State to bring some
efficacy to the PPE, but it has been found that is not the case. The purpose for creating it has been
found to be invalid.
Getting back to the Open Meeting Law, Arnie mentioned that at a meeting he had attended, the
public body had a call to the public at the beginning, and then about three-quarters of the way
through the meeting, made another call to the public because the chairman thought it was good to
have some other comments. This is done at school board meetings; Jeff said they do that during the
Charter Commission. Arnie pointed it out because he thought it was interesting. Bill added that the
video recording would not be just of the open portion of the meeting, but also during executive
session.
Tom asked Brad if any of the bills on the list would affect his operation; Brad responded that prior
versions of the ballot harvesting bill required that if an individual brought in more than the
threshold of ballots, the poll workers would have been required to document who the person was,
which would have impacted them greatly.
Later in the meeting, Bill received a text that SB1516, which is the Secretary of State’s rewrite of
campaign finance laws, passed the second Senate committee.

ITEM 6.

UPDATE TO PROCEDURES MANUAL & ELECTION LAW REVISIONS – Tom Ryan
 Communication from Secretary of State’s Office on their proposed changes
Tom sent a request to Eric Spencer several days ago but had not gotten a response.

ITEM 7.

INVITATION TO ES&S TO ATTEND FUTURE EIC MEETING – Tom Ryan
Tom has been in discussion with Ken Carbullido, Vice President of ES&S, about capabilities of the
new system. He has agreed to come to the March 18th EIC meeting. The Commission needs to
decide what they would like him to do. Tom would like him to give a presentation on the data
flow—what happens to a ballot when it is put into the machine, how is it processed, where does the
data go, how does the data get from the scanner to the server, etc., and then a discussion of reports
that the system can generate. Tom would like to see if anyone else has questions. Barbara said she
would be interested to hear what he can tell them about the new software. On that topic, Brad said
there is a new piece of certified software. Currently Pima County is on EVS5200; recently, EVS5210
has been certified. That edition pertains predominantly to the electronic poll book environment,
which we don’t have, but it does fix an issue that he saw in the last election. There were
jurisdictions on the ballot that were less than county-wide, such as Oro Valley. As Oro Valley
precincts were counted, the software should have incremented the [12] precincts within Oro
Valley—each time a different precinct was counted, it should have shown one of [12], two of [12],
etc., but it did not. This new version will not be available for the March 22nd election, but will be
available for the May election. This is the only version that has made it through the various hurdles.
There is a version EVS5400 that Brad believes is still in testing at the federal level. Tom asked what
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is on the 5400 that is not on the 5200; Brad is not altogether certain, though he did mention that it
should cut the image transmission time in half. But the one to ask those questions to is the one in
ES&S who tests the software.
Matt Smith said he has read online that ES&S has been hackable, and he would like to know about
the security of their systems. Tom asked Matt if this relates to an insider, since the system is not
online. Matt would like to know in general terms how they ensure the system security.

ITEM 8.

PLANS FOR 2016 ELECTIONS – Brad Nelson
 PPE – Hand Count Audit
March 22, 2016 is the Presidential Preference Election; ballots are printed and we are ready to go.
The Elections Department has received from the Secretary of State the text for Prop 124 which will
appear on the May 17th ballot. Prop 123 pertains to education funding/state trust land. Prop 124
will be pension reform, specifically for public safety employees. Those will be the only two issues on
the ballot. The publicity pamphlet and sample ballot will be mailed out by the Secretary of State.
The legislation that brought about the May 17th election also says that it shall be conducted in the
same manner as the PPE, so there will be a reduced number of polling locations. The funding for the
election has been approved. August 30th will be the regular Primary and the General Election will be
November 8th.
Brad referred to the modified list of polling places for the March 22nd PPE [a copy of the list of
polling places is incorporated into these Minutes as Attachment 2B; Attachment 2A is a transmittal
memo to the Pima County Board of Supervisors]. In calculating eligible registered voters for the
original list of polling places for the PPE approved by the Board in January, Brad subtracted the
number of voters not eligible to vote such as independent, party undeclared voters and Libertarian
voters in each precinct. In addition, he subtracted the number of Permanent Early Voting List (PEVL)
voters. The statute says that if a polling place would have 300 or less voters, you can make that
precinct all-ballot-by-mail. The County Attorney contacted Brad and told him that, strictly speaking,
the formula Brad used by taking out the PEVL voters is not explicitly in the statute, and, even though
it may sound reasonable, he couldn’t use that in his formula. Previously, there were 114 polling
places and 61 all-mail precincts; now there are 124 polling places and 15 all-mail precincts. Brad
would like to have this addressed in the Procedures Manual to add PEVL voters in the formula.
All voters receiving an all-mail packet will also be notified that there is no polling place for their
precinct and no opportunity for them to go to the polls. But they will also be notified on how to
return their ballot in time.
The Elections Department received the candidate list for both parties; certainly within the
Republican Party, many of the candidates have suspended their campaigns. They are still on the
ballot; there is nothing in the law that says when a candidate suspends their campaign that you take
their name off the ballot. And Brad suspects that by March 22nd, more and more candidates will
suspend their campaigns. Karen Schutte asked if there was a requirement to post some kind of
notice on the suspended candidates; Brad responded that it has not happened before but since it is
the Secretary of State’s office that receives the information, it is up to them to provide some kind of
notification. Since they certify the ballot, Brad must follow their lead.
Bill Beard brought up the issue of the hand count audit. As chair of the Republican Party, Bill
received an email from Brad basically suggesting that they do away with the hand count audit for
the PPE because it was Easter weekend. As someone who sits on the EIC and who has worked
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diligently to make sure things are done the right way every single time, he was disappointed and
disheartened that someone in the Department would suggest that Pima County not conduct a hand
count audit. Tom agreed that it should be a routine part of any election.
Karen Schutte asked how many hand count people would be needed; since it will be Easter
weekend, it may be difficult to get people. Brad said that, though they will count all three parties’
ballots, they will be counting 4% of 124 polling places and then the early ballot batches; the number
of early ballot batches counted is based on the number of early ballots mailed out. Brian Bickel
asked how the number of auditors is calculated; Brad responded the statute says that the parties
shall supply two people per polling place counted. The statute is silent on the number of people
needed to count early ballot batches. When Brad sends the letter to the parties, he tells them how
many auditors will be needed for the polling places, and suggests that twice that number will be
needed to also handle early ballot batches. The parties can also assign auditors that do not actually
belong to their party.

ITEM 9

§16-602 HAND COUNT AUDIT STATUTE REVISIONS – Tom Ryan
 Revision options
 Risk-limiting audits, potential pilot study
Tom has been doing a lot of research on what the options are for revising §16-602, looking
specifically at risk-limiting audits. Tom referred to his handout on risk-limiting audits [a copy of this
handout is incorporated into these Minutes as Attachment 3]. At the end of his handout, Tom
added a quote from the 2013 Presidential Commission on Election Administration, which was the
document the EIC went through in some detail a few years ago.
Tom has been in touch with Phillip Stark, a professor at Cal-Berkley, who invented the risk-limiting
audit. He has recently conducted a number of pilot studies in California, Colorado and Ohio. Some
of these states have passed legislation to put these audits in place in a few years. Tom and he
discussed the possibility of conducting a pilot study here. It is mathematically based and is designed
to determine whether the correct outcome occurred with a specified level of confidence. For a
statewide issue, the number of ballots can be shared across the state proportional to the number of
votes in each county. The Pima County system appears to be able to do the ballot-comparison
audit, but would require two steps not currently being done: the scanners would have to put a
serial number on every ballot, physically sprayed onto the ballot; and then the system has to also be
able to create a “cast vote record” which has a list of serial numbers and a record of how each ballot
was voted. When you’re done, there is a spreadsheet showing every ballot’s serial number and how
it was voted. For the audit, serial numbers would be randomly selected and the ballots pulled, so
the boxes of ballots would have to be kept in serial number sequence. If ballots are kicked out and
fed back through the system, a second number is applied to the ballot. Arnie Urken asked if it will
track undervotes; Tom responded it will track under- and overvotes.
Phillip Stark is interested in helping do a pilot study here, and he and Tom discussed doing it for the
May election. The issue with the May election is that it is a statewide election and for a true
outcome, the audit would have to be done statewide. But what Phillip Stark suggested we do is
treat it as though Pima County’s is the result. We would invite Eric Spencer and anyone else from
the Secretary of State’s office to come see how this kind of audit is done and how simple it is, and
encourage the State to get involved. If an audit like this were to be conducted on a statewide
election, every county would need to participate and it would have to be coordinated at the State
level. For the ballot-comparison audit to be valid, all counties would have to have the capability [as
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Tom outlined above]. Otherwise, the ballot-polling audit could be done which is still a risk-limiting
audit and requires a whole lot more ballots.
Karen Schutte asked, if the County’s new election system has the capability of adding a serial
number to ballots, how is this done? Brad responded that it would just need an ink jet cartridge
added to the scanner. Karen asked what else can be printed on the ballot; Tom responded that the
serial number is the only thing it can print.
Tom said Phillip Stark would be interested in doing a short presentation on this at the March 18th
meeting by video. Tom asked staff to investigate the possibilities. Barbara Tellman asked if Phillip
Stark would do the pilot study for free, or would he charge for it; Tom responded that he thinks that
Verified Voting would pay for his travel to come here and it would not cost us anything. Barbara’s
other question is, at what point in the process does this happen and is there any problem with using
ballot images according to current law and regulation? Tom responded that with this process, ballot
images should not be used, and the physical ballots should be found and used. Barbara responded
that would entail breaking seals on boxes and affecting the chain of custody. Tom said it would be
done within the timeframe of the regular hand count audit, and serial numbers would be randomly
selected in whatever sample size is indicated, and the sample size is determined by the margin in
the race. So 100 or 200 ballots would be audited. Barbara suggested that could entail a lot of work
even if they are sequential, and the seals would also be broken. She foresees a conflict separating
out ballots for the hand count audit versus separating out ballots for the risk-limiting audit. Tom
thinks that in the long run, the hand count procedure would be reduced and simplified because that
is the performance part of this audit. We definitely want to do something that measures the
system’s performance but it wouldn’t need to be very large if there is a separate audit that is
confirming your outcomes.
Tom said it would be good to have both presentations at the same time; he would like Phillip Stark
to be able to ask questions of ES&S about Pima County’s system.
Barbara asked what changes to the statute would need to be made to do the risk-limiting audit and
is there the assumption that this couldn’t be done under current law; Tom didn’t think there is
anything to prevent it. He would invite Eric Spencer to be involved in the pilot study. If you look at
risk-limiting audit language in other states, it simplifies things and eliminates things like the Vote
Count Verification Committee. The language could be simplified; for example, defining a
performance audit and giving some options.

ITEM 10.

CENTRAL COUNT SYSTEM ISSUES – Bill Beard
 Ballot image storage and transfer
 Software support for risk-limiting audits
 Software update timeframe
Brad Nelson said the hard drive has been repartitioned; a lot of the belts that move the ballots
through the process have been replaced. EVS5210 will supposedly change the number of precincts
counted within a jurisdiction; this version will be out in time for the May 17th election. To resolve
the human error of inflated voter registration figures, there has been communication between the
Elections Department and the Recorder’s Office. The scanner that had problems during the
November election was repaired several times, and Brad directed ES&S to replace it; it has now
been replaced. The layout of the system has been redesigned to solve the congestion problem
when ballot boxes were coming in to the counting room. Barbara asked if the noise problem had
been resolved; Brad explained the “joggers” are the machines that vibrate the ballots so they are all
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nice and square. These were sitting on a folding table which made a lot of racket. They are going to
use something sturdier. The jogger still makes noise, but it will be less.
Questions came up about storage of physical ballots; Brad explained that they are stored in the
custody of the Treasurer and retained according to the type of election. If an election for a federal
office they are retained for 24 months, until the next General Election. If for a smaller election,
state law says six months.
Tom had offered some suggestions for storing ballot images at a prior meeting; Brad would like to
explore them and will do so during the PPE. Tom reviewed the options: leave the images on the
scanners, which have way more storage than would be needed for an election in Pima County, and
then transfer the images to the server at a later time. This could impact the use of the images for
tallying write-in votes. Brad explained that for the PPE and May 17th elections, there will be no
write-in votes. The second option is to use one scanner to transfer every night and, for the purpose
of documentation, keep track of how long it takes. But you don’t want to load them into the
database, because then you are duplicating images; just transfer them into the server. The third
option is to transfer them all the way to the database, and end up duplicating images over and over
again. Karen Schutte pointed out that one important time consuming element has been left out.
Images go from the scanner to the server and then to the backup. It was taking just as long to get to
the backup server as it was from the scanners to the server.
Arnie Urken asked if there is a way for voters to see a list of write-in candidates. Brad responded
that it depends upon the environment; if at the polling place, a list is posted of bona fide write-in
candidates. If they are a voter who received an early ballot, they are directed to go to the website
for a list of write-ins.
Tom brought up the feasibility of doing an automated transfer of images overnight when no one is
there. He asked Brad if there is any law that would prevent him from doing that; Brad said there is
not. But if the political party observers are present to see that the process is started, Brad said that
seals could literally be put on the outside doors, and the cameras operate 24/7 and are motionactivated so they will turn on if anyone goes into that room.
Tom asked Brad if there was the possibility of testing the serializer. Brad responded that he ordered
the ink cartridge and that can be tested. Brad asked if there is a potential of duplicate numbers with
four scanners applying serial numbers. Tom said that each scanner could be programmed to use a
different set of sequential numbers. Brad suggested making the first digit the scanner number.
Brian Bickel and Karen Schutte both questioned the efficacy of experimenting with storage of ballot
images if they aren’t going to be used, while slowing down the system. We did a good test with
images in November, and know that a future version of the software will be coming out, so why
“mess” with the images? Tom responded that with valid audits, there is less of an incentive to need
them. Karen reiterated that the software isn’t there yet and it isn’t realistic to spend the time to
download images. Why not wait until the new version is available?

ITEM 11.

ELECTION DATABASE STRUCTURE AND DISTRIBUTION – Tom Ryan
This is another topic that Tom discussed with Ken Carbullido. From what Tom can tell, it looks like
there are two files that would be ideal. One is a statement of votes cast, which can be loaded into
Excel, and the other is the cast vote record. Tom asked Brad if he had looked into that; according to
Mr. Carbullido, it can be produced to which Brad concurred. Tom asked Brad to produce an
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example of each for the next meeting. Brian asked what the difference between those two files is;
Brad responded that the cast vote record shows results for every ballot, and the statement of votes
cast is a summary.

ITEM 12.

DRAFTING 2015 ANNUAL REPORT – Tom Ryan
Tom asked if there were any comments on the draft of the 2015 Annual Report [a copy of the
Annual Report is incorporated into these Minutes as Attachment 4].
MOTION & VOTE
Barbara Tellman moved to accept the 2015 Annual Report to be submitted to the Board of
Supervisors; Karen Schutte seconded. The motion was carried unanimously.
Tom requested that staff send the Report to the Board of Supervisors.

ITEM 13.

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Risk-Limiting Audits and ES&S visit
New Legislation
Plans for 2016 Elections

ITEM 17.

NEXT MEETING DATES
The next meeting date will be March 18, 2016.

ITEM 18.

ADJOURNMENT
It was moved by Chris Cole and seconded by Bill Beard and unanimously carried to adjourn the
meeting. The meeting adjourned at 10:45 a.m.
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Election Related Bills at the Legislature
PCEIC - Beard
February 2016

Bill

Description

Sponsor

Status

HB 2010

Ballot Harvesting

Kern

2nd Read

HB 2015

Publicity Pamphlets – Earlies Mailed AFTER Pamphlet

Stevens

Senate 2nd Read

HB 2016

Early Ballots – Mail 21 days instead of 27 days

Stevens

3rd Read

Changed to PEVL Cancelation
HB 2017

Early Voting – Extend Time to Post Signs

Stevens

Senate 2nd Read

HB 2023

Ballot Harvesting

Ugenti-Rita

Senate 2nd Read

HB 2039

Election of Judges

Finchem

2nd Read

HB 2053

Provisional Ballots – Allow Some Votes as Valid

Friese

2nd Read

HB 2083

Exploratory Committee Remove

Stevens

3rd Read

HB 2084

Voter Registration Records – Death Records

Stevens

Senate 2nd Read

HB 2093

Campaign Finance Disclosures

Clark

2nd Read

HB 2094

Notify Voter Ballot Defects

Clark

2nd Read

HB 2095

Ind Expenditures – Corporations Disclosures

Clark

2nd Read

HB 2096

Ind Expenditures – Corp/Union Audits

Clark

2nd Read

HB 2097

Automatic Voter Registration

Clark

2nd Read

HB 2098

Campaign Finance Recipients of Corp $ - Register

Petersen

2nd Read

HB 2121

Clean Elections – Voter education

Petersen

Senate 2nd Read

HB 2252

Lt Governor Duties

Mesnard

COW

HB 2283

Ranked Choice Voting

Mendez

2nd Read

HB 2289

PC’s – Write-Ins

Bowers

2nd Read

HB 2296

Charitable Contributions to Campaigns Disclosure

Mesnard

2nd Read

HB 2297

Political Advertisers – Contributor Disclosures

Clark

2nd Read
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HB 2373

RTA Extension Election Extension Authorization

Shope

3rd Read

HB 2428

Publicity Pamphlets – Electronic Filing

Stevens

3rd Read

HB 2429

Electronic Filing – Local Officials file SOS

Stevens

3rd Read

HB 2440

Municipal District Improvements Elections

Petersen

3rd Read

HB 2456

National Popular Vote – Interstate Compact

Mesnard

COW

HB 2477

PC – Term of Office –Canvas Date

Ugenti-Rita

3rd Read

HB 2534

County Wide Vote By Mail

Shope

HB 2557

Technical Corrections – Deceptive Mailings

Ugenti-Rita

HB 2567

PPE Funding

Gowan

COW

HB 2570

Ballot Statement – Local Bonds

Allen

3rd Read

HB 2580

ON-Line Election Information

Friese

HB 2583

Open Meetings – Video Record Open and Exec

Stevens

2nd Read

HB 2592

Non-Profits – Electronic Voting

Ackerley

2nd Read

HCR 2002

School Super – Gov Appointee

Friese

HCR 2003

Mine Inspector – Gov Appointee

Friese

HCR 2009

Ind Redistricting Com – Members Elected

Petersen

HCR 2013

Clean Elections Repeal

Ugenti-Ritaq

HCR 2020

Lt Governor – Joint Ticket

Mesnard

Caucus

HCR 2028

Election of Judges – Terms

Finchem

2nd Read

HCR 2035

Clean Elections Lobbying

Petersen

2nd Read

HCR 2043

Legislature Authority to Modify Initiative/Refer

Mesnard

2nd Read

HCR 2046

Voting Age 16

Mendez

HCR 2047

Initiative/Referendum

Thorpe

2nd Read

3rd Read

Minimum Signatures Outside Pima/Maricopa
SB 1007

Dr License – Automatic Voter Registration

Sherwood

2nd Read

SB 1027

PPE Include Independent Voters

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1028

Extended Early Voting Hours

Quezada

2nd Read
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Bill

Description

Sponsor

Status

SB 1029

Voter Registration – SS #

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1030

PEVL Verification

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1031

Vote Centers on Campus

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1032

Election Procedures – Vote centers

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1033

Felon – Voting Rights Restoration

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1034

Voter ID – Repeal

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1035

Petitions – Notary Requirement Removed

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1069

Campaign Finance Disclosures

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1071

Ind Expenditures – Corporations Disclosures

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1072

Ind Expenditures – Corp/Union Audits

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1073

Same Day Voter Registration

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1074

Voter ID – VA, Student ID

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1075

Statewide Voter Registration – Portability

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1076

Provisional Ballots – Partial Tally

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1077

Provisional Ballot – Tally

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1078

Provisional Ballot Verification

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1079

Voter Registration Deadline – 14 Days

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1080

Early Ballot – Allow election Day Postmark

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1081

Early Ballot Verification – Cure

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1082

Election Date – Tech Corrections

Shooter

2nd Read

SB 1165

National Popular Vote

McGuire

SB 1174

Lobbying Public Officials – Disclosure

Farley

2nd Read

SB 1175

Campaign Finance – Ind Expenditure Disclosure

Farley

2nd Read

SB 1202

Same Day voter Registration

Sherwood

2nd Read

SB 1203

Early Voting Locations – Hours of Operation

Sherwood

2nd Read

SB 1218

National Popular Vote

Shooter

SB 1260

Dr License – Automatic Voter Registration

McGuire

2nd Read
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Bill

Description

Sponsor

Status

SB 1341

Early Ballot Vote at Polls

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1342

Dr. License – Automatic Voter Registration

Sherwood

2nd Read

SB 1351

School Bond Elections Exclusions

Lesko

2nd Read

SB 1360

Countywide – All Mail Voting

Worsley

2nd Read

SB 1391

Election and Ethics Commission

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1392

Automatic Voter Registration – Dr License

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1429

Public Retirement Systems Special Election

Lesko

House Caucus

SB 1453

Judicial Elections

Shooter

2nd Read

SB 1480

Clean Elections Violations

Sherwood

2nd Read

SB 1486

PPE Funding

Biggs

2nd Read

SB 1516

Campaign FinanceAmendments

Driggs

2nd Read

SB 1519

Early Ballot Collection Receipt

Dial

2nd Read

SCR 1015

Clean Elections – Judges

Dial

2nd Read

SCR 1017

Redistricting Commission – Membership

Dial

2nd Read

SCR 1020

Judicial Elections – Term of Office

Shooter

2nd Read

For more information on specific legislation - http://www.azleg.gov/Bills.asp
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ATTACHMENT 3

RISK LIMITING AUDITS
A risk-limiting audit (RLA) can be thought of as an “intelligent incremental manual
tally.” It is a manual tally of randomly selected ballots that stops as soon as it is
implausible that a full recount would alter the result. As long as it is statistically plausible
that a full recount would overturn the result, the RLA continues to examine more ballots.
RLAs determine precisely how much hand counting is necessary to confirm election
results to a given level of confidence (90% confidence = 10% risk limit).

With RLAs, individual contests or groups of contests can be audited at the same
time, using the same sample of ballots, and the winners of all those contests are
confirmed by looking at relatively few individual ballots. RLAs can be used in
statewide races, with the audit burden shared by multiple county audit teams.
There are online worksheets that will do the calculations for these audits.
Two RLA Methods: Ballot-Comparison and Ballot-Polling Audits
The ballot-comparison RLA requires the fewest number of ballots. It involves
comparing the interpretation of ballots according to the voting system (the cast
vote record or CVR) to a human interpretation of the same ballot. Differences
between the two interpretations are noted. Determining whether the audit can stop
depends on the number and nature of those differences; the number of ballots
examined so far, the risk limit, and the margin†. If the reported outcome is correct,
the number of ballots required for a 10% risk limit is approximately 4.8/margin (a
4% margin between winner and loser would require approximately 120 ballots).
The ballot-polling RLA is used in cases where the election system cannot produce the
CVR needed to support a ballot-comparison audit. Ballot-polling audits examine a

random sample of ballots. When the vote shares in the sample give sufficiently
strong evidence that the reported winner really won, the audit stops. Ballot-polling
audits require knowing who reportedly won, but no other data from the vote
tabulation system. If the reported outcome is correct, the number of ballots
required for a 10% risk limit varies but has a mean of about 4.6/(margin 2), so a 4%
margin would require approximately 2875 ballots.
The 2013 Presidential Commission on Election Administration:
“Different types of audits perform different functions. The Commission endorses
both risk-limiting audits that ensure the correct winner has been determined
according to a sample of votes cast, and performance audits that evaluate whether
the voting technology performs as promised and expected.”

†

Margin = (winner votes – loser votes)/number of ballots cast.
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